
JOLEE ROSE 

WINE STATS 

Cases Produced 4220 

pH 2.8 

T.A. 7.8 g/L 

RS 4.4% 

Alcohol  10% 

Bottled  February 2020 

Lightly sweet with natural effervescence, Jolee Rose is a co-

fermented confection of Muscat, Riesling and Cabernet Franc. 

Cold fermented to retain the natural CO2 created by the 

fermentation process; this wine has a soft spritzyness, coupled 

with complex fruit flavors and crisp acidity. The acid acts as a 

foil to the wines sweetness providing a clean crisp finish that 

makes for an eminently enjoyable quaff and a fantastic partner 

with food. Great with a wide variety of dishes from Nashville 

hot fried chicken to Thai curry, carne asada tacos, or a 

strawberry tart. Jolee Rose makes an impression whether 

served a cappella or in harmony with your favorite cuisine, but 

is always best served with a side of friends. 

UPC  858419001046 
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semi sparkling 
Definition –Jolee (Joh-Lee) 1) a riff on the French word Jolie, 

meaning pretty.  2) The name of one of Del Rio’s founders, 

Jolee Wallace. 3) Two lovely, vibrant, fruit driven wines.  

JOLEE WINES captures the essence of summer with two 

fruit driven compositions, Rose and Rouge.  These bottles of 

liquid sunshine are the life of the party and shine with sassy 

appeal.  Inspired by the lifestyle that co-owner Jolee Wallace 

has created at Del Rio, our wines are lush, full flavored and 

easy drinking, perfect for entertaining.  Sourced from our 

vineyard Estate in Southern Oregon, the Jolee wines show the 

same rich fruit, with excellent  balance and structure consumers 

have come to expect from Del Rio wines. Perfect for a game 

day tailgate, book club night, or picnic on the river, Jolee wines 

are always at their best when shared with friends and family. 


